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??21???????
This book has been designed to acquaint the students with advanced concepts of differential equations. Comprehensively written,
it covers topics such as Boundary Value Problems and their Separation of Variables, Laplace Transforms with Applications,
Fourier Transforms and their Applications, the Hankel Transform and its Applications and Calculus of Variations. While the
textbook lucidly explains the theoretical concepts, it also presents the various methods and applications related to differential
equations. Students of mathematics would find this book extremely useful as well as the aspirants of various competitive
examinations.
?????????????
A Course of Mathematical Analysis
????:Differential geometry of curves and surfaces
??????
This textbook commences with a brief outline of development of real numbers, their expression as infinite decimals and their
representation by points along a line. While the first part of the textbook is analytical, the latter part deals with the geometrical
applications of the subject. Numerous examples and exercises have been provided to support student's understanding. This
textbook has been designed to meet the requirements of undergraduate students of BA and BSc courses.
??????????????,???????????????????DNA????????????????????????????????
?????
???????????????
This book has been designed for Undergraduate (Honours) and Postgraduate students of various Indian Universities.A set of
objective problems has been provided at the end of each chapter which will be useful to the aspirants of competitve examinations

????:Real and abstract analysis
Approximate Analytical Methods for Solving Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) is the first book to present all of the
available approximate methods for solving ODEs, eliminating the need to wade through multiple books and articles. It
covers both well-established techniques and recently developed procedures, including the classical series solut
The tenth edition of Integral Equations and Boundary Value Problems continues to offer an in-depth presentation of
integral equations for the solution of boundary value problems. The book provides a plethora of examples and step-bystep presentation of definitions, proofs of the standard results and theorems which enhance students' problem-solving
skills. Solved examples and numerous problems with hints and answers have been carefully chosen, classified in various
types and methods, and presented to illustrate the concepts discussed. With the author's vast experience of teaching
mathematics, his approach of providing a one-stop solution to the students' problems is engaging which goes a long way
for the reader to retain the knowledge gained.
?????????,?????????????????????????.
????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????
??:Basic algebra. -- ??: W. H. Freeman, 1974
Applied Mathematical Methods covers the material vital for research in today's world and can be covered in a regular semester
course. It is the consolidation of the efforts of teaching the compulsory first semester post-graduate applied mathematics course at
the Department of Mechanical Engineering at IIT Kanpur for two successive years.
????:???????????????????????????????????????
????:??
This well-acclaimed book, now in its twentieth edition, continues to offer an in-depth presentation of the fundamental concepts and
their applications of ordinary and partial differential equations providing systematic solution techniques. The book provides step-bystep proofs of theorems to enhance students' problem-solving skill and includes plenty of carefully chosen solved examples to
illustrate the concepts discussed.
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